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The Protection Ranger is a
private in-house organ
meant to inform the
membership of the US
Rangers Lodge ofactivities
that affect them as

not be forgotten; he died a
hero.

I also would like to

thank everyone involved in
the search; your efforts and
dedication during this
incident are inspiring.

members. The Protection

Ranger isfor members only
and is our means of
communication among our
continent-wide membership.

President's Message
I am saddened by the news
of the death of U.S. Park

Ranger Jeff Christiansen. I
had hoped for a different
outcome. My thoughts go
out to Jeffs family, his
friends, and the staff of
Rocky. Jeffs sacrifice will
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While putting this edition together,
we decided to use officer safety as a
theme. The past several months we
have seen several officer involved

shootings,assaults,chases,and other
high profile crimes occurring in our
parks. The NPS has the philosophy
and direction to assure the public
that the parks are safe; the general
public will believe it because most
don't realize the dangers and rely on
the NPS to inform them of potential
dangers. Though I don't believe
visitors have a higher probability of
being victimized in their National
Parks,I know the dangers are just as
real and probable as they are in the
surrounding communities in which
the park resides.
The dangers for the Rangers are real
and we confront them on a daily
basis. These dangers, whether it is
on a traffic stop, domestic dispute,
wild land fire, rescue, or any of the
daily things we do,are not becoming
less prevalent. With our staffing
levels decreasing and our ability to
conduct proactive patrols nearly
non-existent, its not a surprise that
crime stats are possibly decreasing.
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A lack of a proper case incident
reporting system, fewer rangers to
interdict and report crimes, and an
overall philosophy to downplay the
activity; are possibly a few possible
reasons for this decrease.

The dangers we face also the direct
result of years of inaction by the
NPS.

The NPS has created a

nationwide

network

of

unsafe

working conditions. Whether it is
an aging radio system, patrol cars
with exceedingly high miles,refusal
to follow their own policies,
realigning funds earmarked for Law
Enforcement, or an overall inability
to enact meaningful reforms to the
program;these problems are fixable
with a program structure that holds
a level of accountability to the
managers.

The lACP, OIG, and FOP have
given the NPS the framework for
improving the program.
The
National Park Service's refusal or

inability to act on these
recommendations will eventually
result in the serious injuries or
deaths of more Rangers. The NPS
needs to be held accountable.

Greg Johnston
President

